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Abstract: BACKGROUND: The malignant process in chronic myeloid leukaemia (CML) is driven by the BCR-ABL fusion gene
encoding the p210 kd tyrosine kinase involved in downstream signaling activities resulting in leukaemia. The finding of BCR-ABL
fusion in some normal, healthy individuals however confounds the picture, though activation of other downstream signaling pathways
is required for proliferation of BCR-ABL-positive cells. Apart perhaps from exposure to atomic weapon or nuclear accident radiation,
causes of BCR-ABL fusion are not well understood, making a case for more research. In this study, we intended to show association
between patients’ occupations, and also personal and family history of cancer, with occurrence of CML. METHODS: Patients with
CML followed up at the Glivec International Patient Assistance Program (GIPAP) Clinic at the Nairobi Hospital had details of their
occupations, personal and family histories of cancer taken. The latter included details of degree of relationship, and cancer type.
RESULTS: Three hundred and ninety-eight patients were included. Males were 222 (55.8%) and females 176 (44.2%). Age range was
8-80 years, with a median of median of 44 years. Three hundred and fifty occupations were recorded. Farmers were the leading group,
with 69 (19.7%), followed by carpenters/builders/painters/masons/drivers 55 (15.7%). Of note was a 32 year old man whose two
female work mates in a telecommunications firm in the same building in Nairobi had acute myeloid leukaemia. Two hundred and
sixty-seven (267) patients had personal or family history of cancer verifiable. Of these, 41 (15.4%) gave positive history. Eight (3%)
were oesophageal cancer (5 among first degree relatives, 1 second degree, 2 third-degree). Eight (3%) were prostate cancer (4
first-degree, 1 second degree, 3 third degree). Five (1.9%) were breast cancer (1 self, 1 first degree, 3 second degree). CONCLUSION:
Occupational profiles shown mirror the frequencies of cancers as seen in the general population. The three workmates who developed
myeloid leukaemias cannot be ignored as they raise serious occupational concerns. Familial associations with other cancers could be
epidemiological, implying, purely by chance.
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1. Introduction
Chronic myeloid leukaemia (CML) is one of the
myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPNs). A significant
proportion of these neoplasms, especially CML evolve
terminally into acute myeloid leukaemia (AML). The
major distinction between CML and the other MPNs is
the possession of Philadelphia chromosome by the
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malignant leukaemia cells in CML [1]. This
chromosome results from reciprocal translocation
between the long arm of chromosome 9 at band q34
and the long arm of chromosome 22 at band q11:
t(9;22)(q34;q11). This exchange of chromosome
material brings together the Abelson (ABL) gene on
chromosome 9 and the Breakpoint cluster region (BCR)
gene on chromosome 22, resulting in the BCR-ABL
fusion gene [2, 3]. The malignant process in CML is
driven by this gene which encodes the p210 kilodalton
(kd) tyrosine kinase, involved in downstream signaling
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activities culminating in leukaemia. The finding of
BCR-ABL fusion in some normal, healthy individuals
however confounds the pathogenetic events underlying
CML development. However, activation of
downstream
signaling
pathways
including
PI3K/Akt/MTOR, RAS/MER/ERK, Hedgehog, are
required for proliferation of BCR-ABL-positive cells
[4]. Apart perhaps from exposure to atomic weapon
and/or nuclear accident irradiation [5, 6] carcinogenic
events causing BCR-ABL fusion are not understood,
necessitating further studies.
In an earlier case control study, we found no clear
environmental or occupational factors associated with
occurrence of CML [7]. In the current study, we carried
out further interrogation of occupations of CML
patients to try and recognize any occupational
risk factors. We also interrogated self or family
histories of other cancers just in case of rare familial
associations which could be explained through
common genetic pathways with or without epigenetic
interplay.

2. Methods
Patients with CML followed up at the Nairobi
Hospital’s Glivec International Patients’ Assistance
Program (GIPAP) Clinic were studied. This clinic
takes care of patients from all over Kenya and others
from the region. In a retrospective evaluation of data
deliberately collected prospectively, details were taken
of their dates of diagnosis, occupations, and also
personal and family history of cancer. If there was
history of cancer, cancer type and degree of
relationship were recorded as self, first degree, second
degree, third or fourth degree.
Data was extracted from questionnaires and entered
into an SPSS (version 21) spreadsheet. Descriptive
statistics, including means and standard deviations,
were computed and presented in tables. The
Independents Samples T-test was used to determine the
differences in occurrence of cancer by age, and

multinomial regression to determine the relationship
between the occurrence of various cancer types and the
familial history of cancer of patients.

3. Results
Three hundred and ninety-eight (398) patients
enrolled between November 2005 and April 2015
inclusive were included. Males were 225 (55.8%) and
females 176 (44.2%). Age range was 8-80 years, with a
median of 44 years. Three hundred and fifty
occupations were recorded. Farmers were 69 (19.7%),
carpenters/builders/painters/masons/drivers
55
(15.7%), students 44 (12.6%), teachers 30 (8.6%),
housewives 30 (8.6%), businessmen/women 26 (7.4%),
casual labourers 24 (6.9%), pastors/administrators 23
(6.6%), college graduates and those in high-income
brackets 16 (4.6%), secretarial/clerical workers 15
(4.3%), the unemployed 8 (2.3%), nurses/social
workers 10 (2.9%) (Table 1).
Of note was that of a 33-year old male, a systems
analyst working for a mobile phone company in
Nairobi, and had a diagnosis of CML on 04/03/2015. A
female aged 40 years, who worked for the same firm
and occupied the same floor had been diagnosed with
AML in October 2006, and another female who
worked for the same firm in the same office as the latter,
was also diagnosed with AML in 2011. Both women
carried out secretarial duties.
Two hundred and sixty-seven (267) patients had
personal or family history of cancer verifiable.
Fourty-one (15.4%) gave positive history. Of these 8
(3%) were oesophageal cancer (5 among first degree
relatives, 1 second degree, 2 third-degree). Eight (3%)
were prostate cancer (4 first-degree, 1 second degree, 3
third degree). Five (1.9%) were breast cancer (1 self, 1
first degree, 3 second degree). Others were 4 (1.5%)
myeloid leukaemia, 3 (1.1%) uterine cervix, 2 (0.7%)
lung, 2 (0.7%) colon, 2 (0.7%) nasopharynx. Stomach,
uterine body, melanoma, non-melanoma skin, each had
1 (0.4%). Two had poorly defined primaries (Table 2).
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Table 1 Gender and occupation.
Occupation
Professional
Farmer
Housewife
Teachers & administrators
Unemployed
Business
Student
Casuals
Clerical/secretarial
Nursing/social work
Carpenter/builder/mason/technician
Total
Unknown

Male
14
34
37
5
8
28
16
6
6
50
238
34

Female
2
35
30
16
3
18
16
8
9
4
5
180
34

Gender
Total
16
69
30
53
8
26
44
24
15
10
55
350
68

% (n = 350)
4.6
19.7
8.6
15.1
2.3
7.4
12.6
6.9
4.3
2.9
15.7
100

Table 2 Family history of cancer (n = 267).
Cancer Type
Oesophagus
Prostate
Breast
Myeloid Leukaemia
Uterine/cervix
Neural PoVs
Lung
Colon
Stomach
Uterine/body
Ovary
Melanoma
Non-Melanoma
Unknown

Self
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Familial History of Cancer (n = 267)
First
Second
Third
5
1
2
4
1
3
1
3
0
1
1
1
2
0
1
2
0
0
2
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0

4. Discussion
Among Caucasians CML has a median age of
occurrence at about 67 years, but in this cohort the
median age was 44 years, similar to that seen in our
earlier study [7], and another study in Nigeria [8].
Some of the best known carcinogens include
ionizing radiation, chemicals and drugs; tobacco, and
alcohol; infections, environmental pollutants, and
genetic/hereditary factors. For myeloid leukaemias in
general, ionizing radiation and drugs, including
anticancer agents are better established as carcinogenic.
For CML in particular, apart from advancing age and

Fourth
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Wald X2
2.79
1.54
1.45
0.00
0.32

P value
0.25
0.47
0.48
1.00
0.57

N/A

male sex, only nuclear bomb irradiation has been
established as a cause [5, 6]. Most other associations
such as exposure to benzene are largely weak [7, 9, 10].
Studies have not shown clear association between
chronic myeloid leukaemia and farming. However, a
case control study in Iowa and Minnesota found
pesticide exposure and other agricultural factors to be
significant risks [11]. In this study, though the numbers
were small, farming topped the list of occupations at
19.7%, followed by those engaged in manual, outdoor
jobs such as carpenters, builders, masons, painters, and
drivers, at 15.7%. The definition of a farmer though,
can be vague in our environment, ranging from a
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peasant to a large scale commercial farmer. Farmers
referred to here were mainly peasants.

mid-income countries tend to be obese, smoking is not

cervix as seen here could be purely by chance, as it
mainly mirrors the epidemiologic realities because
these are the commonest cancers locally [17]. In any
case, even though BCR-ABL fusion is the central
oncogenic event in CML, activation of other
downstream signaling pathways are required for
leukaemic transformation of BCR-ABL positive cells
[4]. Unifying downstream signaling pathways that
could link these cancers genetically or even
epigenetically
include
/
PI3K/AKT/RAF1/MEK1 2/ERK, or EGFR-stimulated
RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK/PI3K/AKT. They should be
interrogated further.

prohibited among them. It is therefore unclear why the

5. Conclusion

Individuals in high-income brackets only constituted
4.6%, as were those mainly engaged in indoor jobs
such as secretaries, clerical workers, social workers
and nurses at 4.3%. There may perhaps be something
protective about working indoors, or vice versa. Kabat
and colleagues found that female sex and years of
education were inversely associated with CML risk,
while smoking intensity and high body mass were
directly associated in a large study among patients aged
50-71 years [12]. Whereas the rich in low- and

rich were not well represented.
It is notable that three employees of the same firm,
working in the same office, developed myeloid
leukaemias. It could be purely by chance, but in a
telecommunications,

establishment

the

work

environment cannot be ignored. Childhood leukaemia
has been associated with exposure to residential
electromagnetic fields [13-15]. These observations

Occupational profiles shown mirror the frequencies
of cancers as seen in the general population. The three
workmates who developed myeloid leukaemias cannot
be ignored as they raise serious occupational concerns.
Familial associations with other cancers could be
epidemiological, in other words, purely by chance.
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